The Environmental Economics and Policy (EEP) program gives students the knowledge and skills to lead in the development of effective solutions for today’s most pressing national and international environmental problems.

**VISION**

Students leverage our leadership in environmental science and policy to gain a strong foundation in the methods needed to analyze how key stakeholders react to existing and proposed environmental and resource policies.

**CURRICULUM**

To complement your core training in environmental economics, law, politics and analytical methods and tools, your advisor will work with you to select natural science courses in your focus area to build a marketable skill set customized to your career aspirations.

**YOUR FUTURE**

EEP alumni find positions in consulting, both for the private and public sectors. Others work for governments or NGOs. Still others enter the business world, frequently in positions focused on business sustainability strategies.
MELISSA SEMCER MEM’07
“At the Nicholas School, I was able to develop a broad understanding of environmental and policy issues, and more importantly, how to think through these issues, in order to find resolution to the complex problems facing our society. I especially appreciated the opportunity to take classes outside of the Nicholas School; being exposed to business, law, psychology, and finance classes has proved invaluable in my career.”
Administrative Law Judge,
California Public Utilities Commission

BINDI PATEL MEM’02
“I credit the Nicholas School as being the foremost entity responsible for the successes I’ve achieved thus far in my career. Duke’s Nicholas School’s multidisciplinary education, excellent faculty, and rigorous, comprehensive program are definitely due the most credit for leading me to my current standing in the environmental arena.”
Environmental & International Development Consultant
Teton Associates, LLC

FLETCHER FIELDS MEM’12
“The Nicholas School not only equipped me with the skills necessary to be successful in the environmental field, but also connected me with a vibrant community of fellow alumni who share the same passion and drive to make a difference.”
Economist, U.S. Department of Energy

Meet more EEP alumni @ nicholas.duke.edu/people/alumni/EEP